
 

 
 

Latest software update makes programming 

industrial robots child’s play 

16 February 2023 

 

The latest update to Mitsubishi Electric’s RT Toolbox3 and iQ Works2 

offers a new visual editor for programming SCADA and six-axis 

industrial robots. Delivering enhanced user-friendliness, and with 

operators that are new to robotics in mind, the update can help users 

greatly streamline the set-up of automated applications. 
 

Both entry-level and experienced users can benef it f rom the new additions 

to RT Toolbox3 and iQ Works2. The latest update adds an intuitive 

graphical user interface that features ‘drag -and-drop’ building blocks to the 

programming environment. This enables the creation of  f lowchart 

diagrams to quickly set up and simulate robot workf lows without requiring 

any specialist knowledge. 

 

The pre-coded modules feature a conf iguration wizard that helps users to 

insert the parameters needed for the machine to  move, pick, pause and 

repeat. As a result, it is possible to fully customise the robot actions and 

benef it f rom maximum f lexibility, ultimately making it even easier to deploy 

industrial robots.  

 

The tool mirrors the f ramework used to set up and run the MELFA Assista 

collaborative robot (cobot). Therefore, any operator that has experience 

with this system will be able to interact with industrial robots using a 

familiar environment whilst having the option to compare the visual 

f lowcharts with the automatically generated scripts. This will support users 

in advancing their programming skills and of fers a unique educational 

platform to interact with the two programming forms. Developing a 



 

 
 

company’s future workforce has never been easier.  

Barry Weller, Robotics Product Manager at Mitsubishi Electric, comments: 

“Industrial robots are generally misperceived as time, resource and cost 

intensive as well as too complex to be used for entry-level applications. 

The latest additions to our sof tware platforms expand the tools available 

to show this is not the case. Mainly aimed at f irst-time users, our graphical 

programming interface makes it extremely easy to conf igure and install 

any type of  industrial robot, so virtually anyone can do it!  

 

“More experienced engineers can also benef it f rom this update, as it can 

help simplify and reduce their programming time. This is why we have 

made the new functions available to all customers – new or existing. 

Robots are one of  the foundations for the factories of  the future and we 

want to maximise accessibility to help companies improve and futureproof 

their operations.” 

 

The update is automatically included in recently purchased robot 

packages, to read more about Mitsubishi Electric’s software, please visit: 

https://gb.mitsubishielectric.com/fa/products/rbt/robot/robot-engineering-

sof tware/rt_toolbox3  

 

 

 

 

 

https://gb.mitsubishielectric.com/fa/products/rbt/robot/robot-engineering-software/rt_toolbox3
https://gb.mitsubishielectric.com/fa/products/rbt/robot/robot-engineering-software/rt_toolbox3
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Image 1: The latest update to Mitsubishi Electric’s RT Toolbox3 and iQ 

Works2 offers a new visual editor for programming SCADA and six-axis 

industrial robots. 

[Source: Mitsubishi Electric Europe B.V.]  

 

 

Image 2: An intuitive graphical user interface that features ‘drag-and-drop’ 

building blocks to the programming environment is included within the new 

software update  

[Source: Mitsubishi Electric Europe B.V.]  

 

 



 

 
 

The image(s) distributed with this press release are for Editorial use only 

and are subject to copyright. The image(s) may only be used to 

accompany the press release mentioned here, no other use is permitted.  

 

Note to Editor: if  you would like the text in another language, please 

contact Kiki Anderson at DMA Europa – kiki.anderson@dmaeuropa.com 

 
  



 

 
 

About Mitsubishi Electric  

With more than 100 years of  experience in providing reliable, high-quality 

products, Mitsubishi Electric Corporation (TOKYO: 6503) is a recognized 

world leader in the manufacture, marketing and sales of  electrical and 

electronic equipment used in information processing and communications, 

space development and satellite communications, consumer electronics, 

industrial technology, energy, transportation and building equipment. 

Mitsubishi Electric enriches society with technology in the spirit of  its 

“Changes for the Better.” The company recorded a revenue of  4,476.7 

billion yen (U.S.$ 36.7 billion*) in the f iscal year ended March 31, 2022.  

For more information, please visit www.MitsubishiElectric.com 

 

Mitsubishi Electric Europe, Industrial Automation – UK Branch is located 

in Hatf ield, United Kingdom. It is a part of  the European Factory 

Automation Business Group based in Ratingen, Germany which in turn is 

part of  Mitsubishi Electric Europe B.V., a wholly owned subsidiary of  

Mitsubishi Electric Corporation, Japan. 

 

The role of  Industrial Automation – UK Branch is to manage sales, service 

and support across its network of  local branches and distributors 

throughout the United Kingdom. 

 

 
*U.S. dollar amounts are translated from yen at the rate of ¥122=U.S.$1, 

the approximate rate on the Tokyo Foreign Exchange Market on March 31, 

2022.  

 
  

http://www.mitsubishielectric.com/


 

 
 

 

Further Information:  

gb.mitsubishielectric.com/fa 

 

Follow us on: 

 

 

youtube.com/user/MitsubishiFAEU 

 

twitter.com/MEUKAutomation  

 linkedin.com Mitsubishi Electric - Automation Systems UK 

 facebook.com/MEUKAutomation 

 

Press contact: 

Mitsubishi Electric Europe B.V. 

Automation Systems Division 

Melanie Bright 

Marketing Communications Manager 

Mob.: +44 (0) 7738 483859 

automation@meuk.mee.com 

gb3a.mitsubishielectric.com 
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DMA Europa 

Kiki Anderson  

Progress House, Great Western Avenue, Worcester, Worcestershire, 

WR5 1AQ, UK 
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